Abstract. Kinematics analysis based on the structure parameters of SCY14-1B type axial piston pump is taken in this paper, and the motion laws of the pistons relative to the cylinder block and the swash plate are got. A matlab simulation of the motion law is taken and the comparison between theoretical analysis and simulated results is very good. We get the following conclusions: The displacement, velocity and acceleration of the motion of the piston relative to the swash plate is simple harmonic.The motion trajectory of the piston relative to the swash plate is an ellipse. The swash plate angle has a significant effect on the motion of the piston, which will inevitably affect the instantaneous flow rate of the pump and flow pulsation coefficient.
Introduction
The axial piston pump has many advantages, such as the compact structure, high power, light weight, high work pressure, and it is easy to achieve the change of discharge [1] , so it is widely used in engineering machinery. In spite of the stable load, the axial piston pump flow is pulsating because of the structure itself and other factors. So the study of flow and flow pulsation of axial piston pump is beneficial to the control of noise and vibration in hydraulic system. The kinematic analysis of axial piston pump is the basis to study its flow pulsation. We take SCY-14B type axial piston pump as an example to study its motion impact factors.
The Analysis of the Movement of Pistons Relative to the Cylinder
The motion of the piston relative to the cylinder is linear and reciprocating. The axial movement of the piston along the cylinder is as shown in Figure 1 .
Fig .1. Axial movement analysis of axial piston pump
We take the upper dead point as the starting point of the rotation and assume that the angle of the swash plate is γ . When the cylinder turns byϕ , the ball center of certain piston is moved to point B from point A. The displacement, velocity and acceleration of the axial movement of the piston relative to the cylinder can be expressed as in Eq.(1)(2)(3) We use matlab to simulate the conditions of the displacement, velocity and acceleration of the axial movement of the piston relative to the cylinder. In Fig. 2,3,4 are presented the movement conditions respectively when γ is 12 °, 16 °, 20 °and 24 °. The simulation parameters are as follows: z = 7, R= 0.0225m; n = 1500r/min. π . The absolute value of the maximum velocity for γ =12°, γ =24°, respectively are, 0.751m/s and 1.573m/s.We can draw a conclusion that the swash plate angle has a big effect on the displacement, velocity and acceleration of the motion of pistons relative to the cylinder, which will inevitably affect the instantaneous flow and the flow pulsation coefficient. The curve is relatively stable when the swash plate angle is small and fluctuates greatly when the swash plate angle is large.
The Analysis of the Movement of Pistons Relative to the Swash Plate
The swash plate does not move when the pump is working, and the spindle drives the cylinder. The slipper clings close to the swash plate through the backward disk due to the action of the spring.The motion of the piston relative to the cylinder is linear and reciprocating, and the slipper rotates on the swash plate. Synthesis of these two movements makes the motion trajectory of the center of plunger ball an ellipse, if there is no slip between the plunger ball and the slipper ball concave [2, 3] . The major axis of the ellipse is γ cos R ,and the minor axis of the ellipse is R. We can get the Ox 1 y 1 z 1 coordinate system by rotating Oxyz coordinate system around the Oz-axis counter-clockwise for a γ radian in fig.1 . The projection of A and B points in the Oxyz coordinate system in Ox 1 y 1 z 1 coordinate system are A 1 and B 1 points. According to the coordinates of B 1 point we can get the radius vector of the piston at any angle and it can be given by Eq.(4):
The angular velocity of the rotation of the piston relative to the swash plate is given in Eq. (5). Eq. (6) gives the slip velocity of the piston along the surface of the swash plate tangent to the elliptical trajectory and Eq. (7) gives acceleration of the motion of piston relative to the swash plate. 
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, it is the angle between radius vector and major axis of the ellipse. 
We can use the same simulation parameters to simulate the motion of the piston relative to the swash plate. In Fig. 5,6 ,7,8 are presented the radius vector, angular velocity, slip velocity and acceleration of the rotation movement conditions respectively when γ is 12 °, 16 °, 20 °and 24 °. 
Conclusion
This paper takes kinematics analysis of SCY14-1B type axial piston pump, and and takes simulation using matlab. By comparing the theoretical analysis and the simulation results, some conclusions are drawn:
(1) The displacement, velocity and acceleration of the motion of the piston relative to the swash plate is simple harmonic.
(2) The motion trajectory of the piston relative to the swash plate is an ellipse. The angular velocity of the rotation of the piston relative to the swash plate varies periodically, but it is different from the the angular velocity of the rotation of the cylinder. The angular velocity of the rotation of piston relative to the swash plate and the velocity of the piston axial movement relative to the cylinder both reach the their maximums when ϕ = 2 π or 2 3π .
(3) The swash plate angle has a significant effect on the motion of the piston, which will inevitably affect the instantaneous flow rate of the pump and flow pulsation coefficient. The instantaneous flow and the flow pulsation coefficient will increase as the swash plate angle increase. So the swash plate angle should not be too large.
